Spectral structure and brain mapping of human alpha activities in different arousal states.
In a study with 10 young, healthy subjects, alpha activities were studied in three different arousal states: eyes closed in relaxed wakefulness (EC), drowsiness (DR), and REM sleep. The alpha band was divided into three subdivisions (slow, middle, and fast) which were analyzed separately for each state. The results showed a different spectral composition of alpha band according to the physiological state of the subject. Slow alpha seemed to be independent of the arousal state, whereas middle alpha showed a difference between REM and the other states. The fast-alpha subdivision appears mainly as a waking EEG component because of the increased power displayed only in wakefulness and lower and highly stable values for DR and REM. Scalp distribution of alpha activity was slightly different in each state: from occipital to central regions in EC, this topography was extended to fronto-polar areas in DR, with a contribution from occipital to frontal regions in REM sleep. These results provide evidence for an alpha power modulation and a different scalp distribution according to the cerebral arousal state.